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Connecting through

Varian imagines a world without fear of cancer, where high- 
quality cancer care—personalized for each patient and optimized 
according to the evolving global standard of care—is available 
everywhere. In that world, technology connects clinicians and 
patients into a global continuously learning system that is 
fueled by information, driven by collaboration and accelerated 
by artificial intelligence (AI) to improve outcomes. In this series 
of four short articles, the Intelligent Cancer Care™ theme is 
connected to some of Varian’s newest technology offerings.



Varian’s Intelligent Cancer Care™ approach rests on three 
pillars: 1) personalized treatment, 2) access to enhanced 
standards of care, and 3) use of evidence-based insights in 
clinical decision-making. A focus on these pillars has led to 
solutions that can:

• Automate routine or repetitive tasks in the radiation 
oncology workflow through the use of smart algorithms, 
machine learning, and artificial intelligence (AI)  
(i.e., HyperArc® high-definition radiotherapy, RapidPlan® 
knowledge-based planning, Ethos® therapy, and AI 
segmentation in Ethos)

The Evolution of Treatment Planning:  
An Intelligent Cancer Care Approach 

• Facilitate collaboration across sites and specialties (i.e., 
RapidPlan, ePeerReview™ web-based plan review software, 
and cloud-based treatment planning as a service)

• Learn and adapt to new information (i.e., RapidPlan, 
ePeerReview, and Ethos)

Varian’s treatment planning software solutions have been 
augmented with intelligence for many years. Today their 
evolution is being directed by the concept of Intelligent 
Cancer Care, with machine learning, AI, and enhanced 
collaboration at the heart of recent developments.  

Varian Solution Intelligent Cancer Care Attributes

RapidPlan

• Machine learning based on achieved clinical results
• Collaboration and knowledge sharing 

 
 

Ethos

• AI for personalized medicine and efficiency
• AI segmentation tool for online adaptive therapy
• Knowledge-based insights (treatments adapted based  

on real-time imaging data 

ePeerReview

• Collaboration for quality
• Continuous capture of evolving clinical practices 

 
 

Cloud-based treatment 
planning as a service

• Collaboration for quality and personalized medicine
• Knowledge-based decision support
• Access to expertise (enhancing access to quality care)  

 

AI segmentation in Ethos

• AI for personalized medicine and efficiency
• Treatment planning module for new patients
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Eclipse Gets “Smart” 
The evolution of the Eclipse™ treatment planning system 
continues today with the development of an AI-
based segmentation tool. The tool will incorporate an 
AI segmentation engine that will be “trained” using 
thousands of curated contour sets to make models that can 
eventually be used in clinical practice.*

But the work of making Eclipse “smart” actually 
began some 13 years ago, when Varian first added  
SmartSegmentation® knowledge-based contouring, which 
was one of the first commercial intelligent software tools 
to identify and outline organs and other structures within 
diagnostic images.    

Six years later, the evolution continued when Varian 
pioneered machine-learning with RapidPlan, a machine 
learning system that uses evidence-based models to 
improve the quality of plans for future patients. It also 
enables less experienced planners to create quality plans 
quickly. RapidPlan was the first Varian software to formally 
leverage knowledge sharing. While radiation oncology 
departments can build their own models from the best 
quality plans in their own databases, they can also use 
models developed and shared by other institutions that 
form a bigger database of plans from which to draw. 

Ethos Therapy: Real-Time, Patient- 
on-the-Couch Adaptive Planning
Last year, Varian took another leap forward in the 
evolution of planning, using AI to take the planning 
process right to the treatment machine. Ethos therapy 
is a practical and scalable solution that makes it possible 
to adapt radiotherapy treatments to changes in patient 
anatomy, daily if necessary.

AI embedded in the Ethos system automates and speeds the 
planning process guided by daily imaging. The system was 
designed to enable treatment planning and delivery within a 
typical 15-minute radiotherapy session time slot.   

“The goal of technical development has been to increase the 
radiation dose to the tumor and reduce the dose to healthy 
surrounding tissues,” said Lauren E. Henke, MD, assistant 
professor of radiation oncology, Washington University in 
St. Louis. “Online adaptation is a shift in that direction. It 
enables hypofractionation and short courses of treatment, 
which are convenient for patients.” (See “Ethos Therapy: 
Adaptive Treatment Guided by Artificial Intelligence” on 
page 5, for more on Ethos from early clinical adopters.)

Intelligent Cancer Care Extends to 
Proton Therapy Treatment Planning
Eclipse treatment planning for Varian’s ProBeam® 360° 
proton therapy system now extends the many intelligent 
capabilities originally developed for photon radiotherapy 
into the proton world—including RapidPlan knowledge-
based planning.

One integrated system for photon and proton planning 
reduces operational cost and complexity, but it also has a 
clinical benefit. It enables clinicians to compare plans and refer 
patients for the most appropriate treatment within their 
care network or to provider partners. (See “ProBeam 360° 
at Penn Medicine: Proton Therapy Powered by Centralized 
Planning” on page 6.)

* This discussion of Varian’s potential AI segmentation tool involves a work in progress for which there is no guarantee 
of ultimate commercialization or, if marketed, what features will be available in any commercial product. 3



ePeerReview: Enabling Collaboration  
in the Planning Process
Varian’s new ePeerReview software enables collaboration— 
a core component of Intelligent Cancer Care. ePeerReview 
builds on the traditional concept of plan rounds and 
extends it beyond four walls and geographical boundaries. 
ePeerReview is web-based software that allows quick 
access to plans for distributed peer review from any 
planning system. Clinicians from a single center can use it 
to conduct plan reviews from their individual desks or from 
another location.  

At the University of Pennsylvania, which served as a 
collaborator in the development of ePeerReview, clinicians 
see the software as an efficient way to expand their quality 
program to their growing network of community centers.  

“With more than 500 patients a day undergoing treatment 
at upwards of 14 locations, we needed a mechanism 
to review these cases in real time rather than once a 
week,” said Michelle Alonso-Basanta, MD, PhD, associate 
professor of radiation oncology, who discloses receiving 

Adaptive Planning: Observations from 
the University of Pennsylvania
At the University of Pennsylvania, a team of physicists 
and clinicians performed an early evaluation of Varian’s 
adaptive planning solution, now available as the 
Ethos therapy system. In an emulated environment, 
the University of Pennsylvania team retroactively 
studied five patients with head and neck cancer. 
They observed that “dosimetrically, adapted plans 
spared organs at a rate much greater than random 
chance compared to the original, while maintaining 
similar therapeutic dose to the treatment target.”1 In  
14 of the 15 fractions evaluated, physicians selected 
the adapted plan over the scheduled plan. “Having 
consolidated daily dosimetric comparisons between the 
adapted and scheduled plans provided the team with a 
better understanding of how the anatomy of the day could 
impact target and organ doses, and greatly helped with 
the decision-making process,” commented Taoran Li, PhD, 
assistant professor of radiation oncology, who discloses 
receiving grants and honoraria from Varian unrelated  
to this work.

In addition, the observed decrease in accumulated 
OAR dose with adaptation, “suggests to us that a 
hypofractionated treatment course with an overall 
reduction in treatment duration may be possible,” said 
Michelle Alonso-Basanta, MD, PhD. 

speaker travel funds from Varian. “The web-based, HIPAA-
compliant ePeerReview solution has allowed us a way to 
provide feedback to our colleagues at community sites in a 
timely, efficient manner.”   

Taking ePeerReview to the cloud will enable clinicians to 
build collaborative relationships and consult on plans with 
colleagues from across the region or across the globe, 
which could serve to increase their confidence as they gain 
experience with new technologies and help ensure that 
patients receive consistent quality care.

Cloud-Based Treatment Planning  
as a Service
Cloud-based treatment planning as a service—a new 
model of planning that makes use of resources outside 
of the treatment center—is a form of collaboration  
that addresses numerous challenges. These challenges 
range from how to fill temporary or longer-term local 
resource shortages or expertise gaps to finding ways 
to reduce the considerable complexity and cost of IT 
infrastructure management.

CTSI Oncology Practice Solutions, a Varian company, 
provides access to highly qualified oncology experts 
who can step in to fill expertise gaps or facilitate clinical 
processes to ensure delivery of precise, consistent, and safe 
patient care. Remote physics and dosimetry are among 
the services offered by CTSI, whose experts have access 
to all the Intelligent Cancer Care planning tools that 
Varian develops.  Consequently, CTSI enables providers to 
advance their clinical practices in lock step with innovation 
and to adapt to evolution in the field. In developing 
markets, CTSI’s services improve accessibility, safety and 
clinical quality through knowledge transfer and broad 
clinical support.  n

Reference
1 Yoon SW, Lin H, Alonso-Basanta M et al. Initial Evaluation of  

a Novel Cone-Beam CT-Based Semi-Automated Online Adaptive 
Radiotherapy System for Head and Neck Cancer Treatment – A Timing 
and Automation Quality Study. Cureus 12(8): e9660. doi:10.7759/
cureus. 9660 8 2020.
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“We’re routinely using the Ethos machine for many different 
lesions in IGRT mode, rather than using online adaptation 
for everything,” said Sjöström. “The ability to 3D-prescribe 
and automate plan generation is equally valuable in non-
adaptive and adaptive modes.”

Treating Patients and Studying 
Outcomes at Washington University
Clinicians at Washington University School of Medicine in 
St. Louis recently delivered their first adaptive treatment 
on the Ethos system for a patient with a large rectal mass 
and an unresectable lymph node. Every fraction of the 
short-course treatment was adapted to improve sparing 
of the small bowel. “This system has helped us adapt in 
real time, with the goal of reducing margins, increasing 
dose per fraction, and reducing the number of treatment 
fractions,” said Henke. “This has helped us become more 
efficient in treating patients, with the goal of improving 
their treatment.”

Washington University is working with collaboration 
partners to develop clinical studies on the relationship 
between adaptive therapy and patient outcomes, 
particularly for the treatment of pancreatic, bladder 
and cervical cancers. In addition, Washington University 
will be working to develop protocols and templates for 
adaptive treatments, which could contribute to consistent 
quality treatment wherever Ethos is deployed. The team 
is particularly interested in mutual protocol development 
for hypofractionation. “Though the COVID-19 pandemic 
has recently highlighted the need for fast treatment and 
shorter treatment courses, hypofractionation also may 
help meet the demand for care in areas where resources 
are limited,” said Henke.  

An AI-assisted adaptive therapy system with an intelligent 
optimization engine and guided workflow, such as Ethos, 
can move hypofractionation from a specialty of large 
centers into the mainstream of care.  n

The Ethos® therapy system combines an image-guided 
radiation therapy (IGRT) powerhouse with adaptive 
capabilities in one system for high-throughput, AI-driven 
precision medicine. Built on Varian’s Halcyon® system 
platform, already engineered to revolutionize clinical 
workflow and enhance virtually every aspect of IGRT, 
Ethos adds intelligent adaptive technology, enabling daily 
adaptation to changes in a patient’s anatomy, captured 
and visualized by iterative kV cone-beam CT (iCBCT), all 
within a typical 15-minute treatment time slot.

First Treatments at Herlev Hospital
Herlev Hospital in Denmark, the first site in the world 
to commence patient treatments with the Ethos 
therapy system, had, as of July 2020, delivered 160 
fractions in treating patients with bladder cancer 
using the adaptive therapy approach. According 
to the clinical team, they were able to achieve  
a median reduction of the treatment volumes of around 
40% compared to non-adaptive treatments. Doses  
to organs-at-risk were reduced without compromising 
target coverage. The duration of adaptive treatments at 
Herlev Hospital varies from patient to patient and between 
different clinical team members. Departmental statistics 
so far show a median adaptive process duration of around 
15 minutes, from iCBCT imaging to treatment delivery.

Ethos as an IGRT Workhorse
For all of its adaptive therapy capabilities, the Ethos system 
got its first workout at Washington University School of 
Medicine as a general-purpose treatment system under 
extraordinary conditions. The deployment of the Ethos 
system in early spring coincided with a surge in COVID-19 
cases. The Department of Radiation Oncology shortened 
the time that patients were in the treatment areas by 
temporarily turning off two linacs and moving the IGRT 
workload to the Ethos system. The fast beam delivery and 
intelligent workflow enabled the Ethos system to handle 
the combined throughput of two systems. “We were able 
to treat people appropriately in shorter treatment time 
slots,” reported Lauren E. Henke, MD, assistant professor 
of radiation oncology at Washington University in St. Louis. 

David Sjöström, PhD, deputy chief physicist at Herlev 
Hospital, points to the “intelligent optimization engine” 
built into the Ethos system for automated plan generation. 
He finds it is equally applicable for “conventional” IGRT.  

Ethos Therapy: 
Adaptive Treatment 
Guided by Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)
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Eclipse™ treatment planning system with RapidPlan™ PT 
knowledge-based planning for proton therapy. RapidPlan 
incorporates machine learning to leverage knowledge and 
data from a body of treatment plans in order to facilitate 
the creation and optimization of new high-quality plans.  

“Having gained significant experience in the field of 
proton therapy, we definitely want to take advantage 
of our existing knowledge and expertise, and put it to 
use at the remote sites,” said Lei Dong, PhD, a professor 
of radiation oncology, who discloses receiving research 
grants from Varian and serving as a member of the 
Varian Speakers Bureau. “There is much we can manage 
centrally—everything from technology deployment 
and commissioning to the training of technical staff, 
from treatment planning to community relations and 
even promotion. Each satellite site will be able to take 
advantage of essential shared services.”

Doing What’s Best for the Patient
There is another advantage to taking an integrated 
approach across the system—the ability to compare 
proton and photon plans and choose what’s best for the 
patient.  RapidPlan photon and proton models can be used 

Thought leaders at the University of Pennsylvania 
recognize that many patients want access to state-of-the-
art treatment, but they want it close to home. They also 
noticed that the availability of proton therapy attracts the 
interest of cancer patients who want to learn about it as 
a treatment option. That’s why they are now equipping 
two new proton therapy centers at satellite sites remote 
from their main proton facility in Philadelphia. Their plan 
is to operate all three centers using a “hub and spoke” 
model, managing key functions centrally to avoid costly 
duplication of resources. 

The two new satellite sites are being equipped with Varian’s 
ProBeam® 360° system. This system offers world-class 
proton therapy capabilities in a relatively small footprint, 
significantly reducing vault construction costs. And it can be 
bundled with a networked installation of Varian software 
solutions, enabling the use of centralized expertise for 
collaboration, treatment planning, and other services.  

Knowledge-Based Treatment Planning 
– Done Centrally
Linked together in a digital network, the sites will be 
served by a team of proton therapy dosimetrists using the 

ProBeam 360° at Penn Medicine:  
Proton Therapy Powered by Centralized Planning
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ProBeam 360° at Penn Medicine:  
Proton Therapy Powered by Centralized Planning

Varian’s IDENTIFY™ system was designed to provide  
enhanced guidance for delivery of highly precise, 
conformal radiotherapy and radiosurgery. IDENTIFY 
facilitates personalized treatment and access to 
the highest standards of care, two of the pillars of 
Varian’s Intelligent Cancer Care™ approach. It takes 
a comprehensive approach to positioning and motion 
monitoring by integrating biometric patient identification, 
advanced cameras for full-body imaging and motion 
sensing, with efficient, guided workflows that improve  
clinical efficiency and patient safety at the same time. 

On one end of the spectrum, Emory University in the heart 
of Atlanta, Georgia, has added IDENTIFY to its long-
standing stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) practice, for 
positioning reproducibility and continuous surface motion 
monitoring during frameless SRS. Verbeeten Institute in the 
Netherlands has acquired 10 IDENTIFY systems; the first 
uses of the system there were maskless, tattooless, SRS 
brain treatments.

On the other end of the spectrum, Mountain View Hospital, 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, with a population of approximately 
61,000, launched its new program with the most advanced 
positioning and motion monitoring solution it could find to 
heighten the confidence of staff and patients. 

“The IDENTIFY system’s resolution is remarkable,” said 
Calvin J. McAllister, MD, Mountain View Hospital. “The 
calibration with cone beam is relatively simple, and the 
user interface at the treatment console is easy to use. 
Treatments for our SRS, SBRT and even IMRT patients 
can be given with a greater sense of confidence that the 
patient has not moved from the imaging confirmation to 
the end of the final beam. 

Of the role of IDENTIFY in Varian’s vision of Intelligent 
Cancer Care, Lisa Hampton, director of product  marketing 
at Varian said, “By rethinking patient positioning and 
motion monitoring, we can more closely align each 
individual patient to a more efficient, consistent and safe 
clinical workflow, which ultimately gives a greater sense of 
confidence and reassurance to care teams.”  n

IDENTIFY: 
Intelligent Positioning, 
Motion Monitoring, and 
Patient Identification 

for the same patient, to create a direct comparison or 
simply to have the photon plan as a backup if a patient 
cannot be treated on the proton system for any reason.  
Dong said he’s excited for patients to have access to 
both options. “Not every patient needs proton therapy, 
but proton therapy is often what brings them in to find 
out about their treatment options,” he said. 

Having both technologies at each center makes 
it possible for the clinical teams to help patients 
understand which modality will really be the best in 
their case. 

“Once our satellite sites are up and running, patients 
will have access to either type of treatment at any of 
the sites.”    n

The information captured herein represents the genuine experience of the attributed 
individuals and may not necessarily represent the views of Varian or the institutions 
referenced. Individuals were not compensated for their participation.  

Radiation may cause side effects and may not be appropriate for all cancers. Individual 
results may vary. For more information, please visit www.varian.com/safety.
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Cancer touches us all in one way or another. That’s why every effort put into the fight 

must tear down the walls separating patient from progress with more intelligent ideas 

and answers. Intelligent Cancer Care™ is building shorter paths from research to remission. 

Bridging the distance between Manhattan and Mozambique. Driving a direct link from high 

tech to high impact. And resolutely facing today’s unique challenges by connecting us all 

through more intelligent solutions, data, and insights to deliver advanced care—ultimately 

helping us realize our vision of a world without fear of cancer. 

We’re all connected through Intelligent Cancer Care.

Learn more at varian.com/intelligence and at ASTRO’s virtual exhibit hall.

Radiation may cause side effects and may not be appropriate for all cancers.  
See www.varian.com/safety for more information.
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